For your convenience the conference has a block of rooms at 3 hotels near the conference centre.

**NH Lingotto** and **NH Lingotto Tech** are connected to the Lingotto Conference Centre where all of the IEEE INFOCOM 2013 sessions will be held.
Room rate is 171.60 Euros per night Breakfast, VAT and Tax included.

**NH Ambasciatori** is a short ride on the metro to the Lingotto Conference Centre.

Room rate is 121.83 Euro per night Breakfast, VAT and Tax included.

Please, perform your booking **by March 15, 2013**, using the forms accessible through the links. The hotel locations may be found in the map below.
The IEEE Communications Society has a contractual obligation to fill a guaranteed block of rooms at the Torino NH Hotels listed below. Significant financial penalties will be assessed should IEEE INFOCOM 2013 fall short of the expected number of guest rooms' attendee. By staying at the conference hotels, you will enjoy the convenience of residing close to the conference venue and to a far greater extent provide valued assistance in support of IEEE ComSoc's financial obligations.
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